systematically addressed.
At least conceptually, no-fault addresses these concerns by changing eligibility and payment standards, along with the location and process of decisionmaking. Different forms of no-fault have different goals, 3 but a reformed system is generally expected to compensate more cases than tort, including many that could not meet the liability standards of negligence. Its delivery of compensation should also be more efficient, measured as costs of delivery in dollars and time, because of expert administration and less formal process. On the other hand, potentially offsetting new costs arise under no-fault because eligibility confers ongoing benefits in the fashion of a disability insurance policy and hence may lead to ongoing disputes not possible after final tort resolutions. Also, no-fault typically restricts or eliminates payment for non-pecuniary loss. Such savings should allow a given "compensation budget" to cover more injuries. Removing some or all cases from tort should reduce physicians' defensive over-or under-service to patients. Comprehensive risk management might improve deterrence, and ties to quality regulation could also promote safety. Improved accountability is meant to come from objective and consistent investigation of suspected medical injuries and ties to licensure review, and justice may be served by promoting consistency of results across similar cases. 4 The first actual implementation of no-fault for medical liability occurred in the late 1980s for newborns with severe birth-related neurological impairments in Virginia and Florida, largely under the Workers' Compensation model. 5 These no-fault programs were designed to take relatively few injuries out of the tort system, but are nonetheless consequential. They deal with major injuries of policy-relevant administrative data. The focus is on claims-handling administration as compared with tort litigation, not on general administration such as personnel practices or collection of premiums. The first three years' experience was considered separately, as more "mature" performance was presumed to be more typical and generalizable. It is of course important for these states to consider how well the specific administrative operations of these particular programs meet their statutory goals. The most important lessons for policy makers elsewhere, however, are how well limited no-fault compensation systems meet the general no-fault goal of improved efficiency and how observed administrative practice might be generalizable to other, larger programs.
II NO-FAULT STRUCTURE AND PROCESS

A. Legislative History
Virginia enacted its Birth-Related Neurological Injury Compensation Act in 1987, 10 governing births on and after January 1, 1988. 11 Although the reform had roots in "neo-no-fault,"
12 it was enacted primarily as a tort reform, to deal with the same sort of liability insurance crisis that inspired most 1970s and 1980s legislation in the field. 13 The Virginia crisis was a very specific one-the threatened withdrawal of liability coverage for Virginia physicians delivering babies. 14. Two leading carriers suspended sales of new policies, and another planned to drop all obstetricians except those in medical groups of 10 or more. See White, supra note 8, at 1488 n.5. The air of crisis in access to medical care was quite real for many state legislators debating the no-fault bill in the waning days of the 1987 session, as seen in videotape of the Assembly debate. See Videotape: The 1987 General Assembly-The Injured Infants' Act (Medical Society of Virginia, created from Assem-baby" cases from the courts to an administrative forum, to be resolved at a lower cost under no-fault standards. 15 The laws resemble "caps" on tort awards in that they aim to hold down tort spending and keep liability coverage available by addressing the largest cases. 16 The immediate goals were to keep liability insurance available and to prevent the "negative defensive medicine" of curtailed access to obstetrical services, especially in inner-city and rural areas. 17 Secondarily, the law was intended to cover costs for a very needy eligible population. It is, after all, labeled a "compensation" act. 18 Florida followed Virginia's lead the next year.
19
Its Birth-Related Neurological Injury Compensation Act was created by a 1988 statute and implemented for births on or after January 1, 1989. 20 Its provisions explicitly copied Virginia's law, often almost verbatim, in keeping with the recommendation of a (1984) . Virginia and Florida, however, were the only states ever to adopt obstetrics-specific reforms.
15. The leading liability insurer, The Virginia Insurance Reciprocal, specifically signaled that it would reopen enrollment of policyholders if severe birth-related injuries were removed from the liability system. See, e.g., Davis & Kramer, supra note 12.
16. Contemporaneous accounts suggest that legislative desire to enact birth-related no-fault grew in part from a lower court's invalidating Virginia's previously enacted cap on non-pecuniary loss. See Ward, supra note 8, at 431-33. Certainly, high awards, even exceeding the then-current cap, were a major concern for doctors in the mid- . The focus of this article and the study from which it comes was claims administration, not other aspects of the programs, but it appears that this statutory provision has not received any administrative attention.
18. The Florida enactment, but not the Virginia one, specifies legislative findings and intent. The findings relate to reducing the cost of obstetrical liability insurance. The intent is to compensate a limited class of catastrophic obstetrical injuries. Compare FLA. STAT. ch. 766.301(1)(a)-(d) (1996) with id. ch. 766.301(2).
19. Ironically, in seeking to build support for the childbirth reform beyond the obstetrical community, leaders of the Virginia Medical Society had argued that reform was needed to help prevent the state from going the way of Florida, perceived as a far more litigious and problematic area for medical practice generally. See Memorandum from Ronald K. Davis, Chair of Professional Liability Committee of the Medical Society of Virginia, to all Virginia Physicians (Fall 1987 blue-ribbon commission. 21 The Florida legislation also arose primarily from a perceived liability insurance crisis, but a more general one. 22 Other tort reforms received far more attention from the commission, 23 but in a special legislative session, no-fault was among the minority actually adopted. 24 There are some differences in the statutes, as highlighted below, notably in the breadth of eligibility for no-fault benefits. Additional differences have arisen in the course of administrative implementation.
The programs were not born or raised as identical twins, but they nonetheless bear a strong "sororital" resemblance, and their administrators frequently consult each other about issues of common concern.
25 This paper accordingly describes and discusses them together. More reliance is placed on Florida data because of that program's larger size and the availability in Florida of information on comparable obstetrical malpractice cases. 29 Claimants file petitions with the Commissions, which are empowered to hold hearings and approve or deny payment, exercising their customary powers and authority. 30 In Florida, dissatisfaction with Commission procedures led to a statutory amendment urged by the no-fault administration to move jurisdiction over no-fault cases to the Division of Administrative Hearings ("DOAH"). 31 However, the no-fault programs are mainly administered outside the Commissions. As for most of Worker's Compensation, outside entities receive premiums, investigate claims, and bear the risk that claims will outrun the funding collected to cover them. The Virginia and Florida programs, however, operate not through private insurance but through public entities outside the conventional state departmental structure. In Virginia the entity is the BirthRelated Injury Compensation Program (popularly known as BIF, for Birth Injury Fund).
32
In Florida it is the Florida Birth-Related Neurological Injury Compensation Association ("NICA").
33
Virginia's BIF is governed by a board of seven unsalaried directors appointed by the Governor, four representing medical providers and liability insurers, and three representing the public at large.
34
NICA's corresponding board is appointed by the Insurance Commissioner, and has only one citizen mission of Virginia). In Florida, it is the Division of Workers' Compensation of the Department of Labor and Employment Security. Professor Jeffrey O'Connell has argued the desirability of using Workers' Compensation models and agencies for reform, as their constitutionality is well established. Professor O'Connell is one of the fathers of "no-fault" auto insurance in the United States (with Robert Keeton) and a proponent of not dissimilar approaches to medical injury. He was closely associated with the Virginia Medical Society's proposals that ultimately led to the enacted statute. representative, five members in all.
35
The same physician (a non-obstetrician physician) has chaired the Virginia board for most of its existence. There has been more turnover in Florida. As a matter of program operations, the Florida board acts more like a corporate board, considering matters of general policy. In contrast, the Virginia board actively reviews nearly every claim made (of which there are far fewer than in Florida).
Day-to-day operations are handled by BIF and NICA staff, each headed by an Executive Director. BIF has one additional employee, and NICA has several others. Office space is rented on the private market, and many functions are contracted out, either to private entities or to other public entities. In Virginia, for a time, even claims handling was contracted out to a liability insurer, although the function was brought back "in house" because of dissatisfaction with the level of service and information systems capability maintained under the fixed-price contract. BIF now runs all of its own claims investigation. Medical opinions are obtained from consultant physicians in both states.
The exact legal status of BIF and NICA is ambiguous. They exercise legislatively conferred authority under their enabling acts, operate under the direction of Boards appointed by state officials, and use state letterhead. However, they do not operate under administrative procedure acts, sunshine laws, or civil service provisions. 36 Their style of operations resembles that of an advisory commission. Technically, BIF and NICA are advisory in that final authority in a sense lies with Workers' Compensation, which holds de novo hearings and is a regular "line" agency of government subject to normal administrative rules. 37 However, in practice BIF and NICA decisions are very influential, not merely advisory.
2.
Funding. In both states, funding comes primarily from premiums paid by voluntarily participating physicians and hospitals. 38 Though popularly termed "premiums," the statutory term "assessment" is more accurate, as the statutory fees resemble a head tax. The flat physician assessment amounts are unrelated either to risk (for example, number of childbirths attended, location or nature of medical practice) or experience (for example, past claims frequency). In both states, the statutory assessment was $5,000 annually for participating physicians (those wanting their patients to be covered by no-fault in lieu of tort an annual ceiling of $150,000 for large and small institutions alike.
39
The statutory assessment for non-participating physicians is $250 a year. 40 Backstop funding, if needed to maintain actuarial soundness, can also be raised by pro rata assessments on all liability or casualty insurers in the state, up to 0.25% of their premiums. Reinsurance is permitted, but not required. Virginia has not obtained reinsurance. NICA has a policy, but has never faced high enough nofault claims to trigger the reinsurance coverage. In Virginia, funds collected must be held by an independent fund manager; in Florida, by the Department of Insurance.
The boards were also given the power to reduce the assessments if actuarially justified.
41 In light of its low level of paid claims, Virginia has eliminated the non-participants' fees and reduced the assessments for participants according to the length of time they have already paid into the program. There is no access to the state general fund or other state revenues in either state, except that in Florida NICA received a start-up transfer of $20 million from surplus in an Insurance Department account.
42
Insurance regulators are charged with periodically assessing the programs' actuarial soundness. 43 To date, the resulting reviews have found the programs' funding to be adequate and not excessive. 40. Legislative success in Virginia depended on having all funding come from medical sources. 1987 was a non-budget year in the legislature, so no tax revenues could be used. Moreover, having medical interests agree to provide funding was "immensely helpful" in increasing their credibility in the legislature, according to Medical Society top lobbyist Lawrence H. Framme III. See Videotape: Working Together, supra note 16 (explaining that normally doctors are seen as looking for a "handout," whereas the Act was a "hand-back"). In both states, some non-participating physicians challenged the constitutional legitimacy of assessing them to pay for a program that directly benefits only participants. Florida statutes impose rather restrictive conditions. Virginia requires that the following conditions be met: (1) the infant was born alive; (2) an injury occurred to the spinal cord or brain; (3) the cause of injury was deprivation or mechanical injury during labor, delivery, or resuscitation; (4) the infant is permanently disabled as a result 44 and is "in need of assistance in all activities of daily living" ("ADLs"); (5) the injury was not caused by "congenital or genetic abnormality, degenerative neurological disease, or maternal substance abuse"; and (6) the injury was either caused by a physician participating in the program or occurred in a participating hospital. 45 The Florida statute limits recovery to live infants weighing over 2,500 grams, 46 effectively excluding not only still births but also premature deliveries that could be covered by Virginia's plan. 47 However, it is otherwise less restrictive than the Virginia statute, requiring only that the infant be "permanently and substantially mentally and physically impaired." 48 The law does not require that the infant require assistance in all ADLs. Most observers consider that, on balance, Virginia's eligibility criteria are substantially more restrictive than Florida's. 49 In Florida, as in Virginia, causation by "genetic or congenital abnormality" is explicitly excluded. 50 The enabling statutes make their no-fault remedy the "exclusive remedy" for eligible injuries. Liability claims are barred for any such injuries unless they were caused "intentionally or willfully" 52 or there is evidence of "bad faith or malicious purpose or willful and wanton disregard of human rights." 53 However, claimants are free to bring tort claims if rejected for no-fault, and the tort statute of limitations is tolled during the pendancy of a no-fault claim. 54 Additionally, in practice, there is no bar to a claimant's going to tort first.
The statutes thus single out for compensation a particular class of unfortunate medical outcomes that is relatively well-defined by the laws. This approach to determining payment responsibility is quite different from the con-44. The original statute required the infant to be "permanently nonambulatory, aphasic, [and] ventional medical tort approach, under which every element of the "coverage" definition-duty of care, breach of duty through substandard care, causation, and damages-must be determined case by case through expert testimony.
55
The Virginia-Florida approach to defining a "compensable event" in advance resembles that of no-fault programs for adverse immunization reactions 56 or the series of proposals for general "avoidable event" no-fault reform.
57
This approach has the potential to make it easier for claimants to realize that they have a potentially valid claim, thus simplifying the filing of claims. It should also simplify the resolution of claims once brought. Both effects could make nofault faster and less expensive to administer than the tort system. (1996) simply calls the allowable $100,000 "an award to the parents or legal guardians of the infant" without specifying its purpose or how to calculate it; it is distinguished from the "[a]ctual expenses for medically necessary" and other services in subsection (a). Chapter 766.314(9)(a), however, in addressing NICA reserving practice says that reserves should include the maximum possible for "non-economic damages." Commission are also covered in both states.
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C. Claims Processes 1. Initiation of Claims. BIF and NICA both rely upon claimants (or their attorneys) to discover and file no-fault claims. There is no mandatory reporting by covered medical providers, and little outreach by the programs.
66
In Virginia, the no-fault statute of limitation is ten years. 67 In Florida it is five, reduced from the original seven in 1993. 68 Statutes call on both entities to provide notice of the programs to possible beneficiaries. 69 Virginia calls only for a "clear and concise explanation" to be given "obstetrical patients" about their "rights and limitations under the program." 70 Florida requires that this explanation be provided on forms furnished by NICA.
71
Providing notice satisfactorily has been a significant political and judicial issue in both states.
Technically, claims first come to the Commissions, which provide official copies to BIF and NICA. In practice, many claimants or their attorneys contact the programs first.
72 Both entities will help claimants prepare cases for filing. Many families perceive a need for help, as obtaining and duplicating the required medical records can seem quite onerous. Many appear to rely on their lawyers for this service.
73
Both BIF and NICA have engaged in some public speaking and other forms of outreach, but the main avenue of dissemination appears to be a brochure that briefly describes program eligibility, benefits, and claiming process. The brochures are written for patients and certainly seem clear and concise.
74 BIF and NICA print the brochures in large quantities and distribute copies to obstetricians and other providers to give to patients.
65. See FLA. STAT. ch. 766.31(1)(c) (1996); VA. CODE ANN. § 38.2-5009(4) (Michie 1994). 66. A duty to report potential claims at the time of incident is a common contractual provision in liability insurance, and the federal no-fault vaccine legislation requires reporting. See supra note 56. In Florida, medical providers seeking to report likely NICA eligibility by actively making a claim on behalf of an injured patient were rebuffed. Both statutes provide that the administrative process is to be exclusive, 75 but this too has proved problematic in practice. Notably, in Florida, courts have held that a trial judge can make an independent judgment about NICA eligibility, so that a tort claimant need not exhaust her NICA remedies before proceeding to tort; tort claimants can also allege insufficient notice of exclusivity. 76 2. Administrative Process. BIF and NICA have a limited time period after receiving notice of a claim to inform the Commission or DOAH whether the injury falls within the statutory definition and what benefits are appropriate to the case. 77 Medical evidence comes mainly from the written contemporaneous medical records of each case. Both BIF and NICA hire consultant physicians to review these records. In Florida, the main consultant often makes a physical examination of the infant. Delays sometimes occur if agreement is not quickly reached as to when and how to do this.
Next, the Commissions have a short statutory time period within which to hold a hearing. 78 In practice, hearings occur mainly in disputed cases. BIF or NICA and the claimants are parties in any hearing. Physician "defendants" seldom attend or send an attorney.
79
Medical evidence comes in mainly as depositions, sometimes as live testimony. Discovery by parties is allowed through interrogatories or depositions, just as in actions at law. 80 Both statutes have special provisions for independent, three-physician panels to review cases, but this seldom occurs. 81 Proceedings range in formality from a telephone conference call to a full-dress administrative proceeding. The Virginia statute calls for proceedings to be held in the city or county of birth or a neighboring one. 1996) . Kenneth V. Heland of the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists has arguedfor example, at the conference at which this article was presented-that bypassing NICA will require tort claimants to undercut their own liability cases. Address at the IMPACS/Duke Medical Malpractice Conference (Sept. 12-13, 1997). He suggests, quite plausibly, claimants will have to convince a judge that their cases do not involve very serious birth-related neurological injury, which will, in practice, limit the number of viable tort claims for high damages or bar much evidence about medical conduct during delivery. However, arguing lack of notice, per Galen v. Commission must rehear the case if requested within twenty days. 83 Upon a final order, the programs pay the claimant(s), attorneys, medical providers, and any others entitled to remuneration. 84 Administrative determinations are final as to matters of fact, and questions of law may be appealed to the state Court of Appeals within thirty days in Virginia. 85 In Florida, appeals go to the District Court of Appeal.
III STUDY DATA AND METHODS
This evaluation of administrative performance was possible only because the no-fault programs maintain administrative data systems with information on each claim. Moreover, in Florida, DOAH maintains remarkably complete public files on each case, with automated docket records and hearing officer decisions. No comparable data system exists for litigation. It is fortunate for evaluation that Florida requires all insurers and self-insurers to report substantial information on closed malpractice claims. Basic data are automated, and narrative descriptions of claims and circumstances can be photocopied.
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Most study data come from Florida, the larger program, on which more detailed information is available, and for which comparable tort data exist. We obtained automated administrative data from NICA on all claims made as of June 1996. 88 For each claim, data included the following: date of birth and of claim; all payments made, by type (for example, for investigation, lawyers' fees, and costs), and for benefits by type of payment; claims status; and reserve established, if any. Additional data on each NICA claim were obtained from DOAH automated docket books and matched to the NICA administrative data.
89
Some Virginia no-fault claims data were also obtained from program administrators.
To provide context and interpretation of administrative performance in both states, we conducted legal and literature reviews, as well as executive interviews with program administrators and other informed observers. 88. Our claims universe was set as of our site visit to Florida on June 10, 1996, which included micro-data on files opened and payments made through May 15, as well as status as of that date from summary sheets.
89. We obtained DOAH docket information through October 15, 1996. A longer observation period enabled us to track time to resolution better for 1995 cases. See infra, text following note 93.
90. Interviews were conducted during numerous site visits by the authors and others to Florida and Virginia from February 1995 to April 1997, as well as by telephone. We spoke most often with no-interviews, the focus was on general issues, but the administrators were sometimes asked to clarify other information about specific cases. We also obtained a sample of written opinions from DOAH and Workers' Compensation hearing officers. In addition, official reports, financial statements, and some aggregate data were obtained from both programs.
This article provides descriptive analyses about no-fault performance. The main focus is Florida, for which comparisons are drawn with similar tort cases. Most results for Virginia are presented as footnotes, given the very small size of the latter's program, the lack of comparison tort data, and a rather erratic pattern of filings.
91 Analysis used cases brought through calendar year 1995, which included almost all resolved cases and relatively few unresolved ones.
92 Limited quantitative data were added from interviews, notably on the nature of disputes in each case.
Analysis often focuses on "mature" Florida experience, which is more representative than early experience. Any new program or insurance coverage can be expected to undergo a shakedown period before settling into longer-run patterns. Administrators, claimants, and attorneys all face a learning curve in beginning to deal with a new system. Most fundamentally, it takes time for people to learn even that a new program exists. Prior research on health care regulation found a difference in program effectiveness after the initial three years. 93 Moreover, early in NICA's fourth year, administrative jurisdiction shifted from Workers' Compensation to DOAH. For these reasons, Florida results from years one through three (filed 1989-92) are often distinguished from the fourth year onward (filed 1993-95). Analysis covers only cases brought before 1996, so that an additional six months of information could be gathered before the end of our observation period in mid-1996. All years are calendar years, as the programs both began on January first.
Comparison tort data come from the Florida closed claims data base, for claims closed to June 1996. We selected as the most comparable comparison group the universe of obstetrical tort cases that were "NICA-like," 94 but were filed before 1989. 95 Comparability was assessed on the basis of several attribfault administrators, but also with other officials, interest group representatives, and observers. To assure access and full cooperation, all interviewees were promised confidentiality and that we would not quote them by name without their prior approval. 91. See infra Appendix A. 92. The small number of claims observed from the first half of 1996 had very incomplete information. Only one of the 11 Florida claims from 1996 was resolved by the end of our observation period, and the single Virginia claim was unresolved. 95. For purposes of some comparisons and also to enlarge the size of the data set generally, we utes characteristic of NICA cases, 96 including: permanent injury, incurred in the delivery room, to a full term, live birth baby (as NICA does not cover any child under 2500 grams or stillborns). The closed claims were aggregated to the case level using a matching algorithm. An initial group of 138 claims was condensed into 110 cases, each based on a single incident.
IV FINDINGS ON ADMINISTRATIVE PERFORMANCE A. Number of Filings
The single most notable administrative attribute of these programs is their very small scale (Table 1 ). Both got off to a slow start. Florida's first claim was not filed until the second year of the program, and Virginia's not until its third year. A slow start is unsurprising, for two reasons. First is the shakedown period noted above. 97 Second is the usual lag between the occurrence of an injury, its discovery, and the filing of any claim. 98 In any given year most filings come from injuries during prior years, and in no-fault's first year there were no prior years' cases "in the pipeline." NICA applied to births beginning on January 1, 1989, allowing on average only six months for birth-related injuries to be detected and brought as claims. The second year's filings included births from two years, the third from three years, and so on. In general, additional cases continue to come in over time until the statute of limitations is reached. 99 also considered tort cases filed through 1991, but arising from births before NICA. We stopped observation at the end of 1991 to allow five full years of "run off" for the tort claims to close, which, from prior work, we know to include almost all claims. It was inadvisable to include more recent years' tort filings, because larger and slower cases would disproportionately be excluded and because tort operations were expected to be affected by the existence of the parallel NICA remedy.
96. 99. This start-up period of NICA resembles the start-up of new liability coverage for physicians. In the first year of any malpractice policy, very few claims are discovered and brought in that policy year. The older "occurrence" style policy nonetheless immediately charges a full premium because insurers accrue the costs of anticipated future claims attributable to first-year incidents. Coverage that is sold on a "claims made" basis, in contrast, has very low premiums in its initial year, because only claims made during the policy year must be paid from that year's premiums. Subsequent years' premiums cover later claims arising from earlier year incidents. Claims made policies are considered "mature" in the fifth year of continuous coverage when they reach occurrence policy levels, i.e., they have reached a steady-state of claims flow and premiums, absent changes in underlying causative factors. See FRANK A. SLOAN ET AL., INSURING MEDICAL MALPRACTICE 6-9 (1991). As expected, Florida NICA filings increased steadily over time-from six claims in 1990 to a high of sixty claims in 1995 (Table 1) . Virginia BIF filings did not rise until 1994 and 1995, when they jumped to seven and sixteen claims. Those two years contain three quarters of all claims from BIF's first eight years. Through 1995, NICA filings totaled 185, an average of twenty-six a year. BIF had thirty filings, fewer than four per year.
100
In the long run, without significant legislative or administrative change, 101 one expects a program to reach a steady state of filings per year that is related to the underlying phenomena that generate injuries. What, then, are the likely steady-state sizes of NICA and BIF? The best evidence on the underlying rate of claims is the accumulated pattern of claims from each birth year (in contrast to the filing year presentation of Table 1 ). Appendix A presents claims by years of birth and of filing in Appendix Tables A and B. It confirms the lag in filings noted above. For each birth year, claims came in during many filing years (for example, for 1989 Florida births, claims were made in every year from 1990 through 1996). Typically, there was a bulge in filings two years after each birth year (for example, for 1989 births, the most common filing year was 1991).
The number of annual claims by birth year held much steadier over time 100. As already noted, this small size leads us to present further BIF data only in footnotes. Four cases per year is not only a very low average, but Virginia's program has also had an uneven pattern of filings. See Appendix A.
101. Virginia legislation made the eligibility criteria slightly less restrictive in 1990. See supra note 44. Significant Florida changes in claiming seem to have resulted from judicial decisions. See infra note 159 and accompanying text. than the pattern for filings, even in Virginia. For most of its history, NICA claims ranged from thirty-one to forty per birth year; BIF claims from three to six. Based on our observation period through 1995, these claims rates appear to be the steady-state experience for each program operating under their "mature" eligibility criteria and administrative processes.
Filings declined sharply in 1996, however, even after correcting for our observation of only half of that year (Table 1) . 102 Looking again at the data by birth year, Appendix A suggests what may have happened: Filings dropped for births occurring in 1994-96 in both states, leading to lower filings for 1995-96. 103 For example, whereas based on prior experience 1996 should have been the prime year for filing claims from 1995 births, zero such claims were actually observed in either state. 104 This pattern suggests that our estimates of a long-term annual caseload of thirty-one to forty in Florida and three to six in Virginia may be too high. Possible reasons for such a drop are discussed below.
B. Nature of Disputes
Once filed, one expects NICA cases to be resolved differently according to the type of issue that might lead to dispute. Almost half of the NICA disputes involved major issues of eligibility-severity of injury or causality (Table 2) . Such relatively complex issues seem at highest risk of causing a long and expensive process. Some seven percent more of the disputes involved significant benefits issues, such as the nature, utilization, and price of services covered or the amount of allowable attorneys' fees. The fee issue normally arises at the very end of a case, after the attorney submits billings and justification, and can lead to separate administrative proceedings. Minor issues of eligibility that should be resolvable with little difficulty accounted for another fifteen percent of disputes, including claims against non-participating doctors, with birth weight below the 2500 gram threshold, or filed by the wrong filer (by physician rather than parent or guardian). Finally, fully a quarter of NICA filings involved no dispute at all, either because of prompt NICA approval or as the result of an agreement between NICA and the claimant to allow claimants to withdraw without prejudice, subject to DOAH approval. These withdrawals 102. The decline was confirmed by more recent claims counts obtained for the preparation of this paper from NICA Executive Director Dickinson and BIF Executive Director Pyles and updated in February 1998. Year-end totals show that there were 31 NICA claims filed in 1996 and 29 in 1997, which supports the expectation of a drop-off in claims for births after 1993 and 1994 in Florida. BIF had 3 claims filed in 1996 and 12 in 1997, continuing its irregular experience.
103. When data are arrayed by birth year, one expects to see fewer claims late in the observation period than for prior years, because claims totals are cumulative, and prior birth years have more complete experience-more of their "run off" of claims subsequent to injury is actually observed. Thus, for instance, viewed from 1996, the birth year 1990 is expected to have nearly complete data, there having been six years after the average 1990 birth in which to bring claims. For birth year 1995 as observed in 1996, however, many claims remain "in the pipeline." This phenomenon results from claims lag, just like the rapid build up of claims filed in the early years of a program. See supra note 99. It is also why the text compares the second year after births rather than comparing cumulative totals for 1995 with earlier years.
104. See Appendix We expected the number of less consequential disputes to decline over time. Plausibly, claiming should grow more accurate over time, as administrators clarify their standards and claimants (as well as their lawyers) learn more about what is required to succeed with a claim. After all, losers get nothing from NICA. Despite these expectations, the proportion of claims over minor issues has actually risen over time.
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Use of lawyers by claimants appears to be very high. Except for recording the amounts of payments made for successful claims, neither program keeps information on use of lawyers. However, administrators indicated that many people bring claims without a lawyer. According to our survey of no-fault claimant families, 107 however, almost all went to an attorney first-100% in Virginia and 94% in Florida. 108 Many survey interviewees also said that they first 106. See 111. These percentages are not exactly comparable because of the differences between the data bases from which they are calculated. Only one NICA claim can result from each birth, which is either paid or not. Tort "cases" as we present them, in contrast, can involve multiple defendants. Presentation of tort results by case rather than claim increased the payment percentage. For example, if both obstetrician and hospital are sued, even if only one claim results in payment, the per-case payment percentage is 100%, whereas per claim is 50%. On the other hand, the tort payment percentage may understate the true per-case payment percentage because it is calculated from closed-claim data. Some unknown share of our tort cases may have companion claims still open that will be paid after our observation period.
112. Also, some NICA claims appear to be brought as part of litigation strategy. See infra note 170.
113. Both sets of data somewhat understate the true length of time to resolution. Some observed NICA cases are known to be still open, and some tort cases can be presumed to involve related claims against additional defendants. See supra note 111. Tort cases were considered opened at the earliest date of claim against any defendant, and date of resolution is that of the last closed against any defendant, both tabulated at the date reported by the insurer or self insurer submitting the closed-claims report. Tort closure is the date of final settlement or judicial decree, even where a "structured" financial award pays out future losses under an annuity or other scheduled basis. Paid NICA cases were considered resolved at the time of first payment of benefits (typically, the parental award), which occasionally can occur before administrative processes and judicial appeals are completed. For closed but unpaid NICA cases, the date is that of the final administrative-judicial action. For open and unpaid cases, resolution is deemed to be the date of last significant action. Some cases appear to be abandoned in that there is no administrative action for some time; for these, we coded last date rather than end of observation period.
influence of some long disputes over open cases. For tort, the reverse holds true, possibly because of the predominance of cases quickly discovered to be unlikely to recover and hence abandoned with little or no formal judicial action. Under no-fault, one expects both faster filing (because of simpler standards and less adversarial "stonewalling" of discovery) and faster resolution (also because of simpler standards as well as simplified administrative processes). To see what happened in Florida, Table 4 separates total time to resolution into two separate components: (1) from incident (birth) to filing, and (2) from filing to resolution. Table 4 shows that there are notable differences in delays before and after filing in the two systems. NICA and tort are very similar in time from injury to filing, but very different in time from filing to resolution. This difference is most directly attributable to administrators' actions or inactions. Claims under NICA take almost exactly the same time to be filed as under tort. In the early periods, the median time to filing was 632 days for all NICA cases, versus 651 for tort. Both systems had slower filing in the more recent cases (medians of 766 and 726). NICA thus shows no advantage over tort in ease of discovery or filing. Once filed, however, NICA cases are resolved much faster than tort cases, particularly in NICA's more recent, relatively mature phase. NICA cut median time from filing to resolution from the early experience of 114 days to only 60 for paid cases, and from 681 to 264 for unpaid cases. Measured as means, NICA speed also increased, but by lesser amounts. Tort speeds are slower in nearly every comparison, and although tort speed from filing to resolution also dropped over time, it dropped by much lesser amounts. NICA's speed advan-tage after filing has thus increased substantially in more recent experience.
D. Administrative Costs
Overall, NICA carries substantially lower "overhead" costs for benefits payments, compared with comparable tort cases (Table 5) . 115 Whereas nearly half of total tort costs go to expenses of dispute resolution (46.9%), 116 we estimate that NICA's administrative costs account for only 10.3% of total NICA spending, leaving almost ninety percent for benefits (payments to date plus reserves for future payments). In average dollars per case, NICA is able to deliver $486,000 in benefits for only $55,000 in administrative cost, while tort provides $399,000 in benefits at an administrative cost of $352,000.
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The biggest single source of savings under NICA is claimants' lawyers fees and expenses, which are a tiny fraction of comparable tort legal fees (one percent versus twenty-seven percent of totals).
118 Defense costs (attorneys fees and 114. Virginia data also show slow filing and prompt no-fault resolution. Virginia cases were brought very slowly-only two in the program's first four years, then fully 16 in 1995, then few again in 1997. The average time to filing was 1216 days (the median was 1139), or nearly three and a half years, even longer than Florida's medians of about two years. See Table 4 . The time from filing to resolution was astonishingly fast in Virginia-only 69 days on average for paid cases, 127 for unpaid, for an overall average of 96 days, or only three months (the median was 72)-faster even than Florida's 148-day median for current experience. See id. The three fastest cases were resolved only 8, 10, and 12 calendar days after filing. We are uncertain about the strict accuracy or interpretation of coded information on dates, however. For reasons noted above, we did not seek to resolve such technical analysis-file-construction issues for this data set.
115. The costs in Table 5 (1986) . Court costs are assumed to account for the same percentage loading for expensive obstetrics cases as for the much smaller average case in the tort system at large. The NICA court cost is estimated to be the same as that for tort cases, although a far lower percentage of NICA cases than tort cases are taken to court.
116. Although most of the cost elements of Table 5 are computed with Florida-specific data on NICA-like cases, administrative cost totals are very similar to those previously computed for the tort system generally. See KAKALIK & PACE, supra note 115, at 74 fig.7.2. 117. We also examined data from Virginia on total benefit payouts through May 1996. Of the 29 Virginia cases filed through 1995, 23 were paid by the end of our observation period in mid-1996 (79%, as opposed to 51% in Florida), at an average cumulative amount (undiscounted) of $116,400. The Virginia data cover only spending to date. BIF does not create reserves for future claims payments. Thus, it understates ultimate benefits spending relative to Florida's NICA or for tort settlements. Curiously, three cases found eligible had received no payments for a year or more, in at least one instance because the infant was hospitalized with all expenses being met, according to the Virginia executive director.
118. Brown's analysis of Virginia tort claims in 1980-89 found similarly high levels of attorney payment in paid tort suits. There, 38% of loss payments went to attorneys in cases of surviving infants (There were 31 paid claims, 20 for survivors and 11 for decedents It might be argued that the exact percentage "loading" of administrative costs is quite sensitive to the level of reserves for future benefits and related costs, which far exceed program cash outlays to date. 120 Fiscal conservatism might lead the program to over-reserve to reduce the risk of going over budget. 121 Any such systematic over-reserving would make the administrative cost rate shown in Table 5 lower than the true rate.
119. These expensive obstetrical injuries pay far more to the plaintiffs' attorneys than to the defense bar, whereas, for non-automobile tort as a whole, the two account for very similar shares of spending. See KAKALIK & PACE, supra note 115, at 74 fig. 7 .2 (showing that plaintiffs' legal costs are 20% of the total, and those of defense 18%).
120. See Table 5. 121. See Schulte, supra note 39, at 3 (noting a "conservative reserving practice" of not fully discounting to the level estimated by the actuarial report). With regard to matching future claims costs with future expenses, a more refined comparison might judgmentally adjust administrative costs by adding a projection for ongoing claims administration for cases already reserved. The goal would be to accrue future expenses to match present reserves for benefits payments. In NICA practice and the presentation of Table 5 , reserves cover both expected future benefits and future claims-related administrative costs. There is no obvious and principled way to generate from current data reliable estimates of future claims costs that match the future benefits included as reserves, however, and the affected amounts seem small.
The basic finding of much lower NICA administrative costs nonetheless seems strong, for several reasons. Qualitatively, it is notable that NICA administrative practice periodically has the program's main consulting physician estimate each covered infant's remaining lifetime. He reviews written records on development as well as videotapes of each infant made, in part, for this period. 122 Moreover, the program's consultant actuaries review and have approved Florida's reserving practice, and there is some suggestive evidence from a companion study that NICA costs are quite close to researchers' estimated five-year costs for these severely injured children.
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Most importantly for consideration of administrative performance, NICA's payout percentage will surpass that of tort even if the program eventually proves to have greatly over-reserved for future losses. In order for the estimated $56,000 in administrative costs per NICA case (now only ten percent of total spending with reserves) to be found as high as the forty-seven tort percentage, current reserves would have to be judged seven times too high. 124 This degree of over-reserving seems quite implausible. 125 Also, NICA payouts differ markedly from previous awards for malpractice claims in services covered. Of actual dollars paid out through mid-May 1996 for cases filed by the end of December 1995, two thirds of payments have consisted of the parental allowance of up to $100,000 per case, almost twenty percent have consisted of medical payments, nine percent have been for nonmedical goods and services, and less than four percent have consisted of administrative costs, mainly compensability exam testing. 126 For the more recent period, the percentage accounted for by the parental payments is even higher, as the allowance is paid early, whereas medical and other bills continue to accrue over time. Typically, the allowance is not paid in cash, as such assets would make recipient families ineligible for social security disability and Medicaid, which are far more valuable. 127 The administrative data lack information Table 5 . Current NICA administrative cost is $55,549, now 10.3% of total spending with reserves at the actual level of $440,472. To reduce this percentage to the tort level of 46.7%, reserves would have to be cut by $377,580 or 85.7%.
125. Recall also that estimated NICA court costs were simply estimated at tort levels, although they are arguably lower, given that most fact finding occurs at the administrative level. Part of any over-reserving that might affect the denominator of the administrative cost percentage is offset by this potential over-estimate of a cost in the numerator.
126. This information comes from NICA data and is not presented in a on amounts paid by "collateral" sources, but our parental interviews suggest that it is considerable. 128 Finally, NICA's legal and other claims-associated costs dropped markedly after the first three years, from an average of nearly $30,000 to under $3,000 per case. 129 In the belief that this phenomenon was driven by the very extreme outliers of high-cost cases, we examined all cases with legal expenses over $100,000, 130 of which there were six. All but one of these high-cost cases were filed in the first twenty months of claims, among the first fifteen filings. 131 The last one came in the fifth year of operations, among the second 100 NICA filings. Most are landmark cases that set precedent for NICA operations, although most also involved fact-based disputes and ongoing disputes over the appropriateness and cost of benefits requested. All but one are paid cases, and benefits issues and attorneys' fees caused the most disputes.
132 Also unlike the typical case, all the high-cost cases involved significant legal process. Five began in Workers' Compensation, and most of these had disputes continue over to DOAH's assumption of jurisdiction in May 1993. 133 Although similar benefits disputes can occur at any time under an ongoing program, disputes of this magnitude seem likely to be rare past the first few years.
E. Nature of Administrative Process
There was generally little disagreement between NICA administrators and the ultimate resolution of cases by the DOAH administrative law judge or the civil court judge on appeal. Over 1989-95, only five to six percent of NICA recommendations on eligibility (whether to accept or reject a claim) were countermanded by DOAH or appeals judges. There was no difference between the early and the more mature pattern.
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Relatively few NICA cases go to hearing, and fewer still to judicial appeal. 129. These figures are calculated from NICA administrative data. They are not presented in a table.
130. See Appendix B. 131. That is, they were filed in August 1991 or before, in NICA's third year, but the second year in which the program received claims. See Table 1. 132. The cases also all involved very severe injury, even for NICA. This impression from the written record is confirmed by the NICA Executive Director and by the fact that four of the five paid cases received the maximum parental award of $100,000. For the other, the micro-data entry is missing. The sixth was not a paid case.
133. Of the high-cost cases listed in Appendix B, cases A-E all started under Workers' Compensation. Only case F was filed after the 1993 transfer of no-fault authority to DOAH.
134. To test the possibility that we could be misled by the "round number" cut-off of $100,000 used to select cases, we quickly examined the nine next biggest administrative cases for a total of 15. Their legal costs were smaller, but still well above even the early average of $30,000. Like the top six, the top 15 were predominantly early cases, almost all starting under the jurisdiction of Workers' Compensation.
135. These data from DOAH docket records are not presented as a table.
136. This information was abstracted from the DOAH docket books, and is not presented as a ta-Overall, only twenty-eight percent (51 of 185) of our observed universe of cases had any hearing at all. Only a few had two or more hearings. 137 There were twenty judicial appeals (eleven percent). The balance accepted non-eligibility before hearing or the final DOAH ruling without appeal. There was little difference in this regard between early and recent cases.
Returning to qualitative information, note that both BIF and NICA operate on a very informal basis. Both programs have promulgated the formal plans of operation called for by their statutes. These plans, however, cover broad operational issues rather than specific standards to guide claimants and facilitate consistency of program determinations. 138 The applicable state regulations are those of the final administrative authorities-Workers' Compensation and DOAH. As noted above, the programs are not subject to Administrative Procedure Acts, and they have not promulgated formal rules or guidelines. 139 Instead, the programs have relied on caseby-case development of administrative "common law" to elaborate upon the basic statutory provisions. Thus, claimants or their lawyers in search of quick answers have no "codification" of no-fault practice to which to refer.
Each no-fault case is investigated on its own merits, relying upon medical and other experts to inform the common sense of program administrators. Program directors and board members think that this approach is consistent with the statutory intent to depart from the formal adversary process of litigation and even of Workers' Compensation proceedings for initial investigation. Developing rules through experience also makes sense because there was little relevant precedent upon which these very first no-fault operating systems could draw and because their very small scope of operations militated against trying to develop comprehensive rules before starting up. The case-by-case approach to decision rules does have the defects of its virtues, however. Notably from an ble.
137. The DOAH dockets only list hearings that may result in a judicial order. Lawyers' presentations in the course of discovery or requests for pre-hearing rulings are not entered. The DOAH information may undercount proceedings at Workers' Compensation during the initial years of NICA, as those data were entered as a matter of historical record rather than as ongoing conduct of DOAH business.
138. In this article, we do not examine the accuracy or consistency of determinations. However, Sloan et al., supra note 73, show that determinations correlate well with relatively simple, objective decision standards based on the statutes. Medical experts blindly reviewing no-fault, tort, and no claim cases also found patterns of differences across those classes of cases that support consistency. Cases in each class are more like one another than like members of the other classes, and the number of medical errors observed in medical records rose linearly from no claim, to no-fault, to tort cases.
139. As late as the end of our observation period, the definition of "permanently and severely" was still being determined on a case-by-case basis by NICA consultants. efficiency standpoint, it fails to generalize knowledge about the programs as well as access to them, particularly where the systems lack the scope to foster the development of a specialized bar that would provide expertise about program operating procedures and rules in the absence of written standards.
V DISCUSSION: THREE MAIN FINDINGS AND THEIR POLICY IMPLICATIONS
Three findings stand out: the programs' very small size, their efficiency (high speed of resolution and low administrative cost), and the informality of their operations. These findings are discussed in turn, then the conclusion considers their implications for broader no-fault programs.
A. Size
The Virginia and Florida no-fault programs are clearly very small, having received just over 220 cases between them in eight years of operations. The key policy issue here is whether the programs are small by legislative design or as an unintended side-effect of administrative implementation. 140 The statutes intentionally create very limited "carve outs" from the tort system for a problematic subset of very severe injuries. Virginia has somewhat more than half as many births per year as Florida, 141 and Virginia's no-fault statute is even more limited than Florida's, 142 so one expects a smaller program in Virginia. Virginia's program is indeed smaller, only a sixth as large, an extreme difference in magnitude. Similarly, Virginia received more filings after loosening its standards somewhat.
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This result is also in the expected direction, although the pattern of filings in Virginia is irregular and hard to extrapolate or interpret.
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As to whether BIF and NICA reached their target populations, consider first the legislative expectations. Projections at the time of legislative action were for much higher annual caseloads, some forty in Virginia and sixty in Florida. 145 However, those projections may have been intentionally made on the high side, so as to yield conservative budget estimates. Both legislatures were quite concerned that their programs be affordable within the legislated assessments. 146 Moreover, expectations have changed with the development of 140. Public policy implementation often differs from legislative goals, and "unintended consequences" are a common focus of policy literature. As another comparison, we estimated the annual number of births with cerebral palsy ("CP") in Florida. CP cases are a major contributor to severe neurological impairment, though more than half of CP cases involve lesser conditions. 148 Our estimate is about 500-at least ten times higher than our estimated long-run annual rate of NICA filings. 149 Another point of comparison is the number of birth-related negligent injuries in Florida, estimated at roughly 1000 a year. 150 One would expect only a fraction of negligent events or CP cases to involve the very severe injuries needed to qualify for NICA, but even these universes of possible NICA cases are far larger than actual NICA filings per year.
A (1986) . Casual observation suggests that this shift in scientific evidence, and hence in the expert opinion on which tort law relies, has made it less difficult to defend malpractice claims of severe birthrelated neurological injury. This may well have lessened the political support for the no-fault programs. No other state has emulated Virginia or Florida.
148. CP estimates derive from our review of the literature about cerebral palsy, concluding that about one quarter of one percent of cases are caused by medical care as opposed to other causative factors. See, e.g., sources cited supra note 147. Earlier estimates of the incidence of CP were higher. In sum, it is now believed that the share of CP cases caused by medical care is much lower than many people believed when these statutes were debated. See Nelson & Ellenberg, supra note 147, at 81.
149. See supra text accompanying note 105. These figures would be more disproportionate if a reduction to the filing rate were made for clearly erroneous NICA filings such as claims for birth weights of under 2500 grams. See supra Table 2 and accompanying text. Moreover, according to the program director, an unquantified share of NICA filings do not appear to be "serious," in that they apparently do not seek recovery, but rather a ruling that NICA does not apply, so as to eliminate any NICA defense in the subsequent tort claim.
150. The best estimate is that the rate of negligent adverse events for newborns is 0.6%, as found in hospitals' medical records by the Harvard Medical Practice Study. On balance, it appears that some substantial number of potentially eligible no-fault-like cases remain unfiled for various reasons, even after many years of program operations. Just why the rate of filing is lower than expected is a matter of some conjecture on which there is no direct evidence, 153 but several factors may relate to low claiming rates:
(1) Case finding and reporting relies almost exclusively upon claimant initiative, and some potential claimants may not come forward. Although both programs will help potential claimants prepare their filings if asked, it appears that potential claimants normally go to attorneys instead. Considerations favoring use of lawyers include the expense of getting records and the difficulty of deciding whether to sue or to file in no-fault. 154 Moreover, the administrative reality is that such small programs necessarily operate only from offices in each capital city, whereas lawyers and their referral networks cover the entire state.
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(2) Program outreach to possible claimant populations has been limited. Despite the huge number of births per year, neither program has directly sought to educate mothers or families. Both have relied principally upon medical providers to hand out program brochures about no-fault. The brochures are printed in very large quantities, and revised over time to improve readability. However, they are distributed mainly to participating physicians. There is no continuing formal outreach to CP specialists, for example, nor to parents' selfhelp groups, although both directors sometimes give talks to some patient or provider groups.
(3) The persistence of a tort remedy also seems influential. These programs constitute a very limited carve-out approach to no-fault, with mainly voluntary participation. As a consequence, there are naturally many "boundary" issues that can be litigated. Claimants often go directly to court, especially in Florida. 156 Indeed, Florida courts have begun to rule on NICA eligibility, taking evidence and finding facts judicially, without any need to exhaust administrainsured 94% of the physician market). No directly comparable number of tort cases since BIF is available. Our project survey of families found that many filed a tort case either before or after bringing a BIF claim. See Sloan et al., supra note 73.
152. See supra note 95 and accompanying text. 153. This project surveyed claimants in tort and no-fault, see Sloan et al., supra note 73, because these claimants had important information, they were relatively inexpensive to find, a sample frame was available, and there was program support to do so. Funding and other support for surveying a broad sample of injured infants was not available. One might start, for example, from medical clinics that see many CP patients or from health insurance or Medicaid data. In both states, there was concern that any such survey could foment claiming, both in tort and in no-fault. Similar concerns faced the Harvard Medical Practice Study, which obtained special confidentiality protections from the state before proceeding. See supra note 150.
154. See Sloan et al., supra note 73, for a discussion of the reasons. 155. By the end of our observation period, both BIF and NICA had obtained toll-free telephone numbers, which should improve claimant access to program advice.
156. See Sloan et al., supra note 73, at 46-63. Not only do many claimants bypass NICA, some of those in NICA appear to be there for tort-related strategic reasons. See supra note 76. tive remedies. 157 In April 1996, just before the end of the observation period, the state supreme court upheld the authority of trial courts to make these determinations judicially rather than administratively. 158 Therefore, in Florida, the statutory language about NICA exclusivity does not mean exclusivity as to fact finding or to decisionmaking on eligibility, but only to exclusivity in the provision of benefits in eligible cases. Conversely, Florida courts are not limited to judicial review of administrative fact finding or to questions of law.
An even more significant judicial interpretation of the NICA-DOAH administrative role came in May 1997, when the supreme court ruled that NICA's carve-out from tort was dependent upon a tort defendant's ability to prove to a judge or jury that actual notice of NICA's exclusivity was given to a plaintiff before delivery, approving appellate reasoning that the purpose of notice is to allow a prospective parent to decide whether to change doctors. 159 Just how these decisions will be applied in litigation is not yet clear. No more apparent is just how many additional plaintiffs may opt for court over NICA; plausibly, these test cases had some influence on the downturn in NICA filings for early 1996.
160 Also, the small size of NICA coupled with these prior losses in court may make it harder for NICA to defend itself in any future constitutional challenge than it would have been at the onset of the program. 158. See Florida Birth-Related Neurological Injury Compensation Ass'n v. McKaughan, 668 So. 2d 974, 979 (Fla. 1996). However, plaintiffs who argue that they are not covered under NICA face two practical disincentives. First, the statute of limitations for tort is tolled during an administrative proceeding, but the administrative statute of limitations is not tolled during a tort litigation. Second, to stay in tort, a plaintiff's attorney must explain to the judge why the alleged injury is not NICA-eligible (i.e., that it is either not birth-related, permanent, and severe, or an impairment both mental and physical). Making this argument over a defense claim of NICA eligibility would seem to preclude subsequent action under NICA, as well as to limit claims for damages. See supra note 76.
159. See Galen v. Braniff, 696 So. 2d 308, 309-10 (Fla. 1997). The notice issue is somewhat analogous to informed consent in the malpractice context. However, the courts appear not to discuss the issue of whether an obstetrical patient claiming lack of notice must further demonstrate that she herself or a reasonable patient would in fact have changed providers based on improved knowledge, as an informed consent plaintiff needs to show that a reasonable patient would have foregone a medical procedure if better informed about risks and alternatives. If and when courts reach this issue, they seem likely to have to consider that few patients change doctors and that those wishing to do so would discover that the overwhelming majority of obstetricians participate in NICA.
160. Lower claiming levels seem to have continued after our observation period ended in mid-1996. See supra note 102. The percentage going to tort first is already substantial. See Sloan et al., supra note 73.
161. We were unable to study the extent of "leakage" of NICA cases to tort because no data are available on current tort filings to compare with NICA. See generally Sloan et al., supra note 73. It is too early for detailed use of administrative data to study changes in tort and tort-NICA inter-relations in the post-no-fault era, especially past the early NICA era of 1989-91. Claims are observable from time of opening in NICA, but only closed tort claims are available for study, and these take some years to close. See supra Tables 3 and 4. solvency reward stringency rather than generosity. 162 Supplementing this effect is an overall climate that emphasizes tort reform over no-fault goals, and the reliance upon medical providers for funding. 163 For their part, trial lawyers considering whether to go to court or to NICA for recovery have a clear economic incentive to choose tort. In tort, there is often the potential for a reputation-enhancing large award, even though total payouts from NICA over time may ultimately average nearly as much and sometimes more than could be won in court. Additionally, there is constant awareness that winning cases bring far higher fees from tort than from NICA. 164 Lawyers' fees in tort are a customary one third of recovery, whereas no-fault approves only hourly billings, only in paid cases, and subject to administrative review. 165 Several observers report that attorneys handling NICA cases overwhelmingly come from the trial bar, not from specialists in administrative cases including Workers' Compensation.
Finally, two potential caveats about the size of the programs deserve mention. First, it has been hypothesized that even seven or eight years is not long enough to project long-term trends under current operations because the trial lawyers who handle so many of these cases may be keeping eligible cases "in a drawer." 166 Postponing a no-fault filing for a severely injured newborn may make some sense if a constitutional or other judicial challenge may eventually succeed, making it possible to bring a tort suit even in cases that appear to fall within BIF or NICA. Delay in seeking recovery could be ethical and in the client's interest where the likely tort recovery is far higher than could be obtained under no-fault, even discounted for delayed payment in tort, and important medical or other services are not being delayed for want of funds that no-fault might provide. Neither state has yet had a reported constitutional challenge on the merits. 167 We have some suggestive evidence of anomalous variations in patterns of 162 (Fla. 1985) ).
166. Professor Walter Wadlington of the University of Virginia Law School has often emphasized this possibility, most recently at the conference at which this paper was presented, in informal remarks after the no-fault presentation at the IMPACS/Duke Medical Malpractice Conference (Sept. 13, 1997).
167. Only the constitutionality of assessments on non-participating physicians has been upheld. times to filing consistent with lawyers' strategic behavior. 168 If there were many no-fault cases in a drawer we would expect at least some of them to begin to flow into NICA after some period of delay. This is not the pattern of filings observed in Florida. In contrast, filings predominantly occur in the second year after birth, then trail off for later years. 169 This trend changed only in the unusual year of 1995-the high year-when filings came in faster. 170 For Florida it seems likely that borderline cases are actively pursued in court, not kept in a drawer. Doing nothing raises at least some legal risk that the statute of limitations will run in tort.
171 Long delay also raises the very practical risk that the infant may die, 172 reducing the value of the case by cutting off claims for future losses and lessening allowance for non-pecuniary losses.
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The "drawer" hypothesis is more plausible for Virginia, as discussed in Appendix A.
As a second caveat, program design and administration may change further, affecting the level of filings. Virginia lawmakers have twice broadened BIF coverage. Coverage was extended to births where either the doctor or the hospital participates, rather than both, and the restrictive requirement of "all ADLs" was changed to "permanently motorically disabled and (i) developmentally disabled or (ii) … cognitively disabled."
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In 1997, the state legislature mandated a study of BIF operations, including expansion.
175 There may also be serious political efforts to broaden the Virginia statute further. Braniff litigation on access to tort, see supra note 159, changed the 1995 pattern of NICA filings because lawyers wanted to see if the supreme court would make it possible to bring potentially NICA-eligible cases as tort suits by claiming lack of effective and timely notice to their clients about NICA. After the 1996 decision allowing access to tort, the ability to avoid NICA by claiming lack of notice to an expectant mother will probably reduce NICA claims and increase tort claims. Lawyers can make a notice claim in court, then return to NICA if unsuccessful, so long as the long NICA statute of limitations has not run.
171. The basic Florida tort statute of limitations is two years. See FLA. STAT. ch. 95.11(4)(a) (1996) . A tort-reform statute of repose sets a maximum limit of seven years, but allows any case to be brought until a child's eighth birthday. See FLA. STAT. ch. 95.11(4)(b) (1996) .
172. Among the small number of NICA claimants who actually did file, the NICA data show that only one infant was still alive and still receiving NICA support as of mid 1996 (not presented in tables 175. The statutory mandate for a study of BIF operations was to consider the implications of broadening eligibility for no-fault in Virginia. See supra note 9. Moreover, as a matter of administrative application of statutory eligibility standards, some interview information suggested that the administrative response to claims had become more relaxed over time. Data from BIF's first five years do not support this view. There was only one claim denied in BIF's first six years of operation, the very first claim ever filed. All others were paid through 1993 (only five paid claims in all). Through 1995, 23 of 29 filings were paid, six denied. These numbers come from the authors' tabulation from primary claims data supplied by the program, based on filings through May 1996.
176. Considerable support for moving more cases from tort to BIF was expressed at a planning meeting for a legislatively required evaluation of BIF organized by BIF and the Medical Society and held at the Medical Society in Richmond on April 1, 1997. One strong supporter was a representative from a leading liability insurer of physicians.
For a time, Florida had a broader interpretation imposed by a DOAH decision and a lower court decision that the statutory requirement of severe impairment both "mentally and physically" should be construed to mean "mentally or physically," though the state supreme court eventually returned to the more obvious restrictive reading. 177 Presently, there appears to be little or no support for expansion of NICA in Florida.
B. Efficiency-Speed of Resolution and Administrative Costs
The measured speed advantage of NICA over comparable tort cases is great and has become greater recently. This finding seems quite robust, but times could become longer if some number of long-pending "cases in a drawer" do in fact come forward in the future. 178 However, the time advantage for nofault will likely persist. The time advantage would even increase if the time from injury to filing could be reduced below tort levels. This could occur if the law and administrative practice became clearer as to just what cases belong in tort instead of no-fault. The recent judicial decisions affecting the exclusivity of NICA, however, seem likely to increase claimants' difficulty in determining how to proceed.
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The no-fault advantage with regard to administrative costs is very large, about ten percent for NICA versus nearly fifty percent for comparable tort cases. 180 Ten percent is a very low rate-closer to the costs of a largely informal, first-party, non-adversarial compensation system like group health insurance than to a rather adversarial process like Workers' Compensation, which has administrative costs of twenty percent or higher. 181 The authors' expectations were that NICA would resemble Workers' Compensation, but with higher costs of investigation and disputation because issues of medical causation ap- According to the executive director, the broader interpretation was never implemented for any other case, being held in abeyance while the DOAH decision was appealed. The exact nature of the dispute is of less relevance to no-fault generally than the observation that NICA so strongly opposed this intermediate reasoning of DOAH that would have expanded its no-fault reach, seemingly because of its perceived need to defend its solvency.
178. pear more complex than those of traumatic workplace injury. 182 It is possible to argue that this article could have estimated administrative cost rates differently, 183 but, as for speed, the differences found are so large that no reasonable adjustment would much alter the basic conclusion.
With regard to future changes, we note that any shift to more formal processes could also reduce the efficiency observed in Florida. It may also be that causation and other elements of eligibility are not as difficult to determine in these severe cases as is generally supposed.
C. Informality of Agency Operations
Part of the speed and cost advantages calculated for NICA as against the tort process must derive from its informal process. Another consequence of the program's small scale combined with its informality and need for expertise seems less positive for no-fault. That is, program operations appear to be quite reliant upon the experience and professional performance of a small number of people. Creation of agency expertise is part of the rationale for moving to a predominantly administrative approach to investigation and dispute resolution. 185 The BIF and NICA Executive Directors had experience in nursing and in insurance claims management. Similarly, at DOAH and in the Virginia Workers' Compensation system, one administrative hearing officer hears almost all no-fault claims, which has fostered the development of expertise. Also, at NICA more than BIF, great reliance is placed on one medical consultant, whose name appears as reviewer in the large majority of case files.
This reliance on a small cadre of experts may be one reason that NICA can operate so informally and so inexpensively. The same reliance also makes such a small entity seem quite vulnerable to problems of succession at the time of inevitable turnover in personnel, which has yet to occur. This issue would pose far less of a problem for a larger no-fault program than for BIF or NICA.
A broader no-fault program would almost certainly have to operate more formally. More rules would be needed simply to educate new employees, as well as to maintain a consistent approach across cases that is now achieved by commonality of personnel and individual institutional memory. More formal operations could lengthen time to resolution and raise administrative costs. Offsetting this would be some economies of scale and scope. On balance, the 182. Occupational disease cases under Workers' Compensation involve similar difficulties of disentangling the extent to which injury derives from workplace factors as against outside disease etiologies, and it has been argued that such cases feature greater disputation and more common use of attorneys than do traumatic injury cases. See Mehlman, supra note 26, at 139 (implying higher administrative costs). 183. Some of the possible arguments are addressed supra note 121 and accompanying text.
184. An estimate of no-fault eligibility in Florida was determined by companion research that simply applied common sense to the objective criteria in the statute. observed efficiency advantages seem likely to persist despite rather significant increases in formality of operations, even if no-fault became somewhat less efficient absolutely.
Structurally, NICA's exercise of discretion in the absence of written rules or clear precedent resembles the role played by a private Workers' Compensation insurer that makes discretionary eligibility and payment determinations without public process but subject to administrative reconsideration. The private insurer also has a conflict with a covered employee that is similar to that of NICA facing a claimant, in that insurer payments come from a fixed pool of premium income. Indeed, they directly reduce insurer profit or surplus. For such an insurer, there appear to be two protections not yet present in these early medical no-fault models. First, insurers face a market test, whereas NICA, by statute, has exclusive authority to receive and attempt to resolve claims. Thus, a private insurer that boosts short-term profit through unreasonable claims denial faces long-term damage to reputation and market share. 186 Second, Workers' Compensation, as a much older and larger program, has a far more developed set of precedents and written rules about eligibility and benefits than does either BIF or NICA at their current stage of development.
VI CONCLUSION: IMPLICATIONS FOR BROADER NO-FAULT
The experience of these idiosyncratic no-fault programs in Virginia and Florida is relevant to the issues of broader no-fault performance, although the precise findings of this data-based study of two small programs seem unlikely to be precisely replicated. We draw six general lessons.
First, a form of no-fault is clearly feasible for at least some medical issues. Administration of BIF and NICA "works" successfully. That is, premiums are collected, and claims are received, investigated, and paid with not unreasonable results in an area that is very contentious in tort. In this, our interviews and other observations accord with prior study. 188 Second, even these limited programs achieve major gains in efficiency compared with the tort process for similar cases. That is, no-fault delivers benefits quite similar in value to tort, 189 but much faster and with far lower administrative costs. The efficiency gains are so large that even somewhat different experience under broader no-fault would almost surely prove more efficient than 186. This argument assumes that employers represent employee interests either directly or because they face active unions or other employee interests.
187. See, e.g., JONATHAN L. ALPERT ET AL., FLORIDA PRACTICE HANDBOOK: WORKERS' COMPENSATION WITH FORMS (1995).
188. See Horwitz & Brennan, supra note 9. A companion study from this project also found that families with no-fault experience and those with tort experience report similar levels of satisfaction with the two processes, see Whetten-Goldstein et al., supra note 107, although quite clearly these nofault programs afford a less public forum than tort courtrooms for airing of grievances against medical providers.
189. See supra text accompanying note 117 and Table 5. tort. Thus, any quid pro quo constitutional analysis 190 will very likely validate similar no-fault approaches.
Third, reaching the intended eligible population requires more than just legislating benefits and a claims process. Attention must be paid to administrative mechanisms, incentives, and financing. Virginia and Florida meant to create very limited "carve outs" from tort, but the programs in operation have proved more limited still. One problem is that the statutes decreed a new compensation and dispute resolution system but no new method of case finding and "intake." Accordingly, the old mechanism applies-families are left to recognize injuries and to seek counsel from plaintiffs' lawyers, and, in practice, underclaiming in no-fault seems nearly as severe as under tort. Another problem is that no-fault funding is essentially fixed and that program administrators have to give higher priority to maintaining solvency than to publicizing the availability of no-fault benefits or seeking out eligible claimants. In advance, we expected that medical providers, who benefit from the tort protection of nofault, would refer eligible patients. In hindsight, this expectation seems naive, as providers cannot be certain that families encouraged to seek legal redress will not go to tort in place of no-fault.
Fourth, the survival of tort remedies is an Achilles heel for no-fault. Continued tort claiming is making no-fault smaller than intended, especially in Florida, which suggests two problems for any future program to remedy. For one thing, narrow no-fault eligibility and correspondingly only partial tort immunity leaves substantial disputation over boundaries. Claimants try to move their cases one way or the other depending upon the perceived merits and potential recoveries to themselves (and their attorneys) under the two competing systems.
191 This is not efficient. For another, judicial interpretation in Florida allows litigation even for cases potentially eligible for no-fault benefits. The possibility for attorneys to do an "end run" around no-fault probably helps explain the lack of direct frontal assault on the statute's constitutionality. Clearer draftsmanship might help future no-fault programs as a matter of law. Building a good administrative reputation for prompt, accurate, and efficient payment of benefits surely could not hurt as a matter of applied jurisprudence. 192 Routinely generating performance information like that in this article would surely help build both political and legal support where performance is indeed good-of course, non-performing programs do not deserve public support.
Fifth, there are reasons to think that an expanded no-fault program would be more satisfactory. Reaching more of the eligible cases would have beneficial results for both compensation and deterrence. The improvement of compensation from increased coverage is obvious. Underclaiming leaves many 192. It would also be easier to maintain clear boundaries between tort and no-fault systems if nofault "carve outs" were broader, especially if based upon more objective criteria or ex ante circumstances rather than on more subjective circumstances relating to ex post injuries. How one might accomplish that goes well beyond the scope of this article. losses to be borne by injured parties themselves. Bringing more such cases under no-fault would raise benefit costs, but presumably with some offsetting savings in tort administration and possibly elsewhere as well. Administratively, having more cases could also improve the delivery of benefits, if it enabled administrators to do more case management or contracting with service providers than is possible for a small program. 193 Potential improvements for deterrence are less obvious. Larger size could facilitate experience rating of assessments. It would also facilitate analyses of patterns of bad outcomes, so as to improve understanding of how and why injuries occur. Over time, administrators could then craft responses, through education, incentives, or regulation. These nofault programs are just too small to do such broad risk management.
Sixth, larger no-fault programs could not operate just as these do now. For a start, a more comprehensive no-fault program would almost certainly draw more attacks from the trial bar and more judicial scrutiny, if only because it would be a larger threat to the status quo. For an ongoing program, efficiency could be affected in both directions. Larger size could result in some economies of scale, but there might be new costs of inevitable bureaucratization. A more formal style of operations would be necessary, including written rules. Creating clear rules can reduce search costs for claimants and their attorneys, as well as the costs of disputes for everyone, but it may increase costs to the rule makers who must develop and promulgate them. The sense of justice could thus be served by better accountability of program administration, paralleling potentially improved accountability of medical actors for medically caused injuries. Consistency of results might also be more easily maintained and demonstrated to outside observers. BIF and NICA now operate with great discretion, and controlling discretion at a reasonable cost is one of the raisons d'etre of administrative law and procedure. 194 In sum, these pioneering no-fault programs demonstrate remarkable administrative achievements, although hardly without shortcomings, from which others can learn. Happily, administration on its own has also created good information with which to assess program performance. Perhaps one day, similar information will also be routinely created for the tort system. Table 1 in the principal text. The more detailed tables A and B presented in this Appendix facilitate making the long-run caseload estimates already presented in the text-about thirty to forty cases per year in Florida and three to six per year in Virginia. They also make it possible to address the "cases in a drawer" hypothesis by observing how quickly birthinjury cases are filed in each state and whether this pattern changes over time. There is suggestive evidence that Virginia cases were held out of no-fault until filing year 1995 and that Florida filing patterns permanently shifted lower that year, plausibly because of judicial test cases affecting NICA jurisdiction.
Appendix Tables A and B array no-fault claims in the two states both by year of filing and by year of injury, i.e., birth. a This presentation is very similar to the "claims development triangles" routinely used by malpractice actuaries in projecting likely future claims rates from past experience.
b Table A presents the Florida experience, and B shows that of Virginia.
Consider Florida first. The bottom row of total claims by filing year shows a steady rise in claims until the unusual upsurge in 1995, then an abrupt decline for our partial year of 1996. It is equivalent to the Florida column of Table 1 . To estimate the longrun, "steady state" flow of cases, we examine the vertical totals at the far right, which show how many cases NICA has received arising from each birth year since implementation. This "yield" of filings by birth year has been quite consistent-thirty-one, thirty-seven, thirty-two, etc.
c The observed average is 32.3 filings per birth year, d but the long-run average might be expected to be higher because the recent birth years have had a much shorter period of "run off" during which claims can come in. Consider the birth year 1989. Three claims (ten percent of the total ever filed) came in during 1995-96, the sixth and seventh years after birth. So, for all subsequent years, we expect additional claims ultimately to be filed, up to the point where further claims "development" is cut off by the statute of limitations. The statute was seven years in 1989-92, reduced to five in 1993.
Based on these considerations alone, a good estimate for "ultimate" total claims per birth year is probably around forty, the high level observed through 1994. However, the totals for 1995 and 1996 dropped markedly. To consider the meaning of this, we examine birth-year claims development over time.
Claims development is shown across each of the horizontal rows. The top row of Appendix Table A, for example, displays all the births from 1989 that ever resulted in NICA filings (that is, all filed before June 1996). The birth year 1989 was the only possible one that could lead to 1989 filings; and, as already noted, no claims were filed that year, hence the zero at the upper left and the dashes, for "not applicable," in the rest of the column below. The filing year total for 1989, at the lower left, is therefore also zero.
Continuing to follow claims arising from 1989 births, five more claims were filed in the second possible year, 1990 (top of second column from left in Table  A ). The next filing year, 1991, saw twelve filings from 1989 births, then claims trailed off-to four in each of 1992 and 1993, three in 1994, two in 1995, and one in partial-year 1996. The statistical "mode"-or highest single number in the distribution, twelve in filing year 1992-is shaded. These shaded modes highlight the observation that cases most commonly are filed in the third year after birth. The shadings slant regularly down and right across the triangle. That the third year is the most common is consistent with the finding in Table 4 c The discrepancy between steadily rising filing-year totals and relatively constant birth-year totals is easy to explain: It is a normal, arithmetic side-effect of observing early program development. During claims year 1989, filings could come from only a single birth year, that is, 1989. In 1990, claims could come from two birth years, in 1991 from three, and so on. d This average number of filings per birth year omits birth years 1995 and 1996 as too recent for reliable observation, as they do not include the normally modal third year after birth. Even for 1995, the earlier omitted year, only twelve months on average was available for filing before the end of our data collection, that is, January 1995 through May 1996 maximum observation period, December 1995 through May 1996 minimum. e The rectangular array is called a triangle because only the triangle in its upper right contains data.
that the median time to filing is 600-700 days after birth, longer in the more recent period. f Something did change for birth years 1994 and 1995, however. Their modes were only two years and one year, respectively. This effect occurred partly because the observation period did not include the full third year after birth for either birth year. We also suspect that pending litigation in 1995-96 reduced the previously normal rate of flow of NICA cases.
In particular, we surmise that the underlying propensity to bring NICA claims was permanently reduced by the litigation leading to the Florida Supreme Court's 1996 McKaughan ruling that claimants could go directly to court for a judicial ruling on their NICA eligibility. The Galen litigation allowing tort lawsuits alleging inadequate notice of NICA may also have cut back on NICA filings as early as 1995, the year of a lower court ruling.
h Beyond the observation period of this study, we learned that 1996 and 1997 total filing year cases were below pre-existing levels, which also supports an expectation of reduced claiming. The developmental triangle for Virginia has the same format in Appendix Table B. j Viewed by birth year, total filings are relatively steady, at three to six per year, an average of four per year during 1988-1994 (far right column). From this, one would expect an ultimately somewhat higher per-year total, allowing for the truncated observation of claims development for recent birth years.
f The average time from birth to filing in the third year (the mode) is only two years, not three. That is, for births in year 1990, say, the typical case represents a birth on June 30, 1990, and a filing on June 30, 1992, each date being half way through the year. Elapsed time is thus two years. g 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 Birth Year Claims Tot. However, the pattern of development of cases by claims year is highly unusual, as already noted.
k Only five cases were filed all together in the first six filing years of the program's existence. Over half of them came in during a single filing year, 1995. The triangle of Table B shows how this occurred-the modal year of filing for almost every birth year was claims year 1995.
l We know of no statistical test of significance for this finding, but it seems inconceivably unlikely to have occurred by chance. It seems almost certain to have occurred because of some interaction between program administrators, claimants and their lawyers, and the courts, which provide an alternative route to claim.
Administrators could not explain this "bulge" in filings, except to say that somewhat more than the usual outreach had occurred, including meetings with patient advocates. The bulge is consistent with the hypothesis that many earlyyear Virginia cases were kept "in a drawer" until 1995. Filings for all of 1996 fell drastically from the 1995 level, then for 1997 rose again to three-quarters of the 1995 total. predicting any one year's filings, but a range of three to six is not unreasonable. There is no basis for predicting a long-run decline in filings, unlike in Florida.
was clear, but eligibility was initially disputed by NICA based on the consultant obstetrician's opinion being given more weight than the contrary neurologist's opinion, neither of which was given to opposing counsel. The NICA consultant and NICA opinion subsequently reversed when attorneys for the claimant found independent evidence of causation, so that eligibility was undisputed by the time of hearing. Two sets of attorneys submitted bills, one for eligibility claim, the other for assistance with claimant's immediate needs, including NICA-eligible services. Hearing dealt mainly with attorneys' fees, standards for determination, and application to this case. CASE E. 
